
GEOMETRY OF A SIMULTANEOUS SYSTEM

OF TWO LINEAR  HOMOGENEOUS DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

OF THE SECOND ORDER*

BY

E.   J.  WILCZYNSKI

In a former paper f I have laid the foundation for a general theory of invari-

ants of a system of linear homogeneous differential equations. I have actually

determined the invariants for the special case of two equations, each of the second

order, i. e., for the system

V" A- pny' A- Pl2»' A- qny A- q,f = 0,

z" A-p2ly'A-p.JA- q2iy A-q2-2z=0,

the independent variable being x. The transformations, which were considered,

were the most general which could convert (1) into another system of the same

form and order, viz : the transformations öf the group G

(2) «=/(£),   y = a(É), + /8(D?,   3 = y(^ + ¿>(fK,

where f, a, ß, y, 8 are arbitrary functions of £, subject only to the condition

that
a8 — ßy

must not vanish identically.

The present paper, besides deducing some new theorems, will be mainly con-

cerned with geometrical interpretations. We shall again confine ourselves to the

special case of equations (1) for two reasons. In the first place this will enable

us to make use of the concrete results of our former paper, and in the second

place we can thus avoid the consideration of configurations in hyperspace. It

will not be difficult to generalize our considerations so as to include the general

case, if only a space of the proper number of dimensions be employed.

* Presented to the Society April 27, 1901.    Received for publication April 9, 1901.
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Geometrical considerations of a similar nature have been applied to the theory

of a single linear differential equation by Halphen and Fano.*

§ 1. Definition of the general solutions, and of a simultaneous fundamental

system of solutions.

According to the fundamental theorem of the theory of differential equations,

the equations (1) define two functions of x, which are analytic if the coefficients

are analytic, and which can be made to satisfy the further conditions that y, z,

dy/dx, dz/dx assume arbitrarily prescribed values for the particular value of

x = asu, provided that the coefficients pik, qik, are holomorphic in the vicinity of

x = x0.

Such a system of functions, y and z, is said to constitute a system of general

solutions of (1).

Now let (yi, z4) for * = 1, 2, 3, 4, be four systems of simultaneous solutions

of the given system (1), so that

y "i + Puf i + Pi2< + illVi + 1l2Zi = ° »

< +P2ifi +P2Á + °2iVi + 5W5; = °

Then, denoting by cx, c2, c3, ci four arbitrary constants,

(3) (i = l,2, 3,4).

(4) y = ¿c¿y¿1      *-XcA'

will also form a simultaneous system of solutions.    Moreover, they constitute a

system of general solutions, if, and only if, the determinant

(5) D =

Vi   2/2    %    2/4

y[  y'2  y's  y'i

does not vanish identically. For then, if x0 is a value of x for which D 4= 0,

Cj • • ■ci can be so determined as to make y, z, dy/dx, dz/dx equal to arbitrarily

assigned constants for x = x0.

If (yi, z;) are such functions of x which satisfy (1) and do not make D identic-

ally zero, we say of them that they constitute a fundamental system of simultane-

ous solutions.    Equations (4) then furnish the general integrals of system (1).

We can express the condition

_ Z)=t=0

* For the history of this subject Mr. Fano's excellent paper in Mathematische Annalen,

vol. 53, may be consulted.
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in another way.    If D = 0, it is possible to find four functions of x, \, /*, v,

p, so that the four equations

(6) \yk + fiy'kA-vzkA-pz'k = 0 (¿ = 1,2, 3,4),

may be verified.

If (yk, zk) form a fundamental system of simultaneous solutions, it must there-

fore be impossible to find functions \, p, v, p so as to satisfy (6), or what

amounts to the same thing, it must be impossible to find functions a, ß, y, 8

which satisfy the system of equations

aVi + ßy2 A- yy3 + fy4 = 0,

av'i A- ßy'2 A- vy's A- fy4 = 0,

azx A- ßz2 4 yz3 A- &4 = 0,

az[ A- ßz'2 A- yz'3 4 &4 = 0,

CO

which, in particular, prevents yx ■ ■ ■ yi and zx ■ ■ • z4 from verifying simultaneous

relations of the form

(8) ¿«A-Q,    ¿cÄ = 0,

where c. • • • c. are constants.
I 4

Suppose now that four pairs of functions (y., z^) which verify no relations of

the form (6) or (7) are given. Then we can consider them as constituting a

fundamental system of simultaneous solutions of a system of differential equa-

tions of the form (1). The relations between the coefficients^, qjk and the

functions (yk, zk) follow from (3).    They are

DPn = - D{y'l' <* y» zh).  DPn =-I)(yl> y'l> y*» **)»

DP-2i =-D(z'k, z'k, yk, zk),     DP22 =-D(y'k, z'k\ yk, zk),

(9) %n — —■D(y'k, z'k, y'l, zk),    DqX2 = - D(y'k, z'k, yk, y'k),

-D?« = - -D(y¡. s¡» **> *»).   Bo22 = - D(yí> s¡> yki O»

where we have adopted the notation

(10) ^K> bk,c^dù =

We have moreover

(11)

a.

1 dB
PnA-p22--j)-^a7,
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whence

(12) D = Ce J

where C is a non-vanishing constant.

All of these theorems are simple generalizations of well-known facts, but it

is necessary for the purposes of this paper to formulate them explicitly.

If we subject the general solutions of our system (1) to a transformation of

the form

(13) i] = ay 4- ßz,    Ç=yy4-Bz,

where a, ß, y, S are functions of x, then n and £ will be the general solutions of

a system of differential equations of the same form as (1).    Moreover, if we put

n. = ay. + ßz.,

(loa) ' * (¿=1,2,3,4),

£ = 7S/< +' h

the four pairs of functions (vi, £;) will form a definite fundamental system of

the new system of differential equations, and its general solutions will be

4 4

v=HciVi,  ?=!>&•
i=l ¿=1

Thus, if we consider instead of a pair of general solutions of system (1),

four pairs of solutions which form a fundamental system, these are transformed

cogrediently with each other, and with the pair of general solutions.

§ 2.   Geometrical interpretation.

Let us interpret (yx, y2, y3, y¿) and (zx, z2, z3, sj as the homogeneous coordi-

nates of two points in space. If (1) is integrated, we shall have all of these

quantities expressed as functions of x:

(14) yk=fic(x),    zk = gk(x) (¿=1,2,3,4),

so that we can say that the system (1) defines two curves in space C, and C_,

whose points moreover are put into a definite correspondence with one another,

namely, those being corresponding points that belong to the same value of x.

But there is a restriction on these curves, owing to the condition that (yi, z¡)

are to be the members of a fundamental system, so that equations (6) must not

be verified.    Let us write (6) as follows

(6a) \yk4-fiy'k=-(vzk4-pz'k) (*=l, 2, 3,4).

Now the quantities \yk -4- p.y'k for each value of x denote the homogeneous co-

ordinates of some point on the tangent to the curve C constructed at the point

whose parameter is x, and vzk + pz'k denote the coordinates of a point on the
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tangent to Cz at the corresponding point of this curve. If equation (6 a) is

satisfied these two tangents intersect for all pairs of corresponding points.

In order, then, that the curves C and Cz may be the integral curves of a

system of form (1), it is necessary and sufficient that the tangents of these

curves at all corresponding points do not intersect.

In particular the curves may be plane curves, but they must not be in the

same plane.

What is the geometrical meaning of transformations of form (13)?

Let us mark on the curves C and Cz the points P and Pz corresponding to

the same value of x, and let us join them by a straight line / s. Then it is

clear that the transformations (13), or more properly (13a), convert the points

P  and P of the line L   into two other points P„ and P, of the same line.
y z yz r I) (

Moreover, since a, ß, y, B are arbitrary functions of x, it becomes possible to

convert P and Ps into any other two points of this line. The line / then is

invariant for all such transformations.

If we make this construction for all values of x, we obtain a ruled surface

S, whose generators are the straight lines / • A change of the independent

variable

»-/(©.

where/XI) is an arbitrary function, interchanges  the generators in the most

general way.

Thus, there belongs to every system of two linear homogeneous differential

equations of the second order a ruled surface, which we shall call the inte-

grating ruled surface, whose generators are the lines joining corresponding

points of the two integral curves. This ruled surface is the same for all such

systems which can be transformed into each other by a transformation of the

form
■n = ay + ßz,

(15) £=/(»),
Ç=yy + oz,

where a, ß, y, B, f are arbitrary Junctions of x.

There is one important restriction, however, viz.: the ruled surface cannot be

a developable surface. For, in the case of a developable surface, and only in

that case, would the corresponding tangents of the two integral curves be co-

planar, and therefore intersect.

This consideration also teaches us the meaning of the singular values of the

independent variable for which

P=0.

They are the values of x for which two consecutive generators of the ruled

surface intersect, i. e., they correspond to the generators upon which are situ-

ated singular points of the surface.
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It should be remarked that the ruled surface S will be different for different

fundamental systems of solutions of (1), if we regard the tetrahedron of refer-

ence as fixed. All of the ruled surfaces belonging to the different possible fun-

damental systems of the same system of differential equations are obtained

from one of them by projective transformation.

By means of equations (13a) we associated with each fundamental system of

the original system of equations, a definite fundamental system of the trans-

formed system of equations, and it is only for such associated fundamental sys-

tems of the two systems of equations that it is true that they have the same in-

tegrating ruled surface. In general the two integrating ruled surfaces will

only be projective transformations of each other. If we call two systems of dif-

ferential equations of form (1) equivalent, when they can be transformed into each

other by a transformation of the form (15), we can state our theorem more pre-

cisely as follows:

If two systems of differential eguations of form (1) are equivalent, their in-

tegrating ruled surfaces are projective transformations of each other. More-

over if the fundamental systems of solutions be properly selected, the ruled

surfaces coincide.

Conversely, if the ruled surfaces of two such systems coincide, the systems

are equivalent.

If the ruled surface is not of the second order, this converse is clear at once.

For the arbitrary functions a, ß, y, 8 in the transformation (13) can be chosen

so as to convert any pair of curves on the surface, which are not generating

straight lines, into auy other pair, for instance the pair of curves corresponding

to the first system into that corresponding to the second. Moreover this ensures

the equivalence of the two systems, if the surface is not of the second order. But

if it is of the second order it may be generated by straight lines in two different

ways. But even then the theorem holds, since we can transform one set of

generators into the other by a projective transformation.

Suppose that any non-developable ruled surface S is given. There corres-

ponds to it a class of mutually equivalent systems of linear differential equations.

To find a representative of this class, we trace any two curves, not generating

straight lines, on the surface and express the coordinates of their points as func-

tions of a parameter x, in such a way that to the same value of x correspond

points of the two curves which are situated upon the same generator of the sur-

face. The system of differential equations whose integral curves are these,

parametrically represented in this manner, is the required representative system.

We see further that it is always possible, by a transformation of form (15) to

convert any system of differential equations of the kind here considered into an-

other with plane integral curves. We can even take the planes of these curves

parallel, and moreover this can be done in an infinity of ways.
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If the ruled surface is algebraic, the system can be transformed into one whose

integral curves are algebraic space or plane curves.

Any equation or system of equations between pik, qik, etc., which remains in-

variant for all of the transformations of the form (15), expresses a projective

property of the integrating ruled surface. For, it expresses a property common

to all possible pairs of curves on this surface, and^, qik,p'ik, ■ ■ • are differ-

ential invariants of the general projective group of space. Conversely any pro-

jective property of the integrating ruled surface can be expressed by an invari-

ant system of equations.

§ 3. Expression of the integrating ruled surface in line coordinates.

The surface S is generated by the motion of the line L s which joins the

points y=(yl,y2,y3, yj of the curve Cy and z=(zx,z2,z3, z¡) of the curve

Cz-

The Plückerian line-coördinates of /   are the six determinants of the second

order in the matrix

Vi-,    2/2'    2/3'    2/4

z,,     z2,     z3,

Put

(16) »« = y,»k - 2/A (f, * = 1, 2, 3, 4),

then the identical relation will hold

(17) »a0»« + »««m + «V»« = ° •

Corresponding to the transformations of the infinite group G, we shall have

for <o.k the transformations

«»« = (a8 - ßy) «»« 1  »-/(©■

But the six line-coördinates will verify a linear homogeneous differential equa-

tion, in general of the 6th order, say

(18) P0tü«» + Pxco^ 4- P2°>li) 4- P3»(3) + P4û>(2) + P5a>(1) + P6<0 = 0.

Now the most general transformations which convert such an equation into

another of the same form and order are those of the infinite group H,

oo = 4>(x)m,    a; =/(£),

where f and (f> are arbitrary functions. Such functions of P]5 •••, P ,

P'x, ■ ■ -, P'6, etc., which remain unaltered by all transformations of the group

H are called invariants of (18).

It is clear, then, that the invariants of the linear differential equation of the

sixth order, which the line-coördinates of a generator of the integrating ruled
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surface  satisfy,  are  also  invariants of the original system of differential

equations.

We proceed to set up this linear differential equation of the sixth order in a

normal form. We have shown, in a former paper, that every system of form

(1) can be reduced to a particular form, which we have called the semi-canonical

form, for whichpa =0.* Let (y, z) and (y, f) be any two simultaneous solu-

tions of a system of differential equations in the semi-canonical form, so that we

shall have

y" - - inV - ai2z »      v" = - qnv - ?*£.

(19)
*' = - %iV - 022z>      r = - q2iV - qj-

Let us put

(20) <o = yÇ-zy = (yÇ).

We wish to find the differential equation satisfied by co. To do this, let us

first notice the relations

(21) (yy") = 4 ql2«>,    (*Q = + ?22<».    (W) = ~ Vu® »    (&") = - ÍW» »

which are obtained from (19).    Then, by successive differentiation, and using

the abbreviations

(22)

2v =v" A-(qn + q22)ü>,

w = v" -2(qxxq22 - qX2q2X)(o + (qn + q22)v,

t   =w' - (qxxq'22 A- q22q'n - ql2q'21 - ?„?;,)» 4 (q'n + q'22)v,

P =t'   - (qnq22 + q22q[[ - ql2q2l - ?MgQa> + (q[[ + q'ú)v,

we obtain the system of equations

»' = — {*!*')+ (&')>

»' = 9nfa') + íiaí&O - ?¡»(w') - &»(&')-
(23) w = jf,', (yz) A- q[2 (fit') - q'2l (yy') - q'.12 (ty),

t = quirt) 4 q['2 (&')- ?«(w') - q'22&)i

p - sS?(*0 + îS(&')- 22?(w0-ag(ör')•
Eliminating   the   determinants  (??»'), etc., we   find   the   required   differential

equation of the 6th order for co, viz:

(P)      _ ff»)

(24)

o a(3)

¿> ?íí»

w, q'xx,

ft)', — 1,

ö(3)Ï12'

?12>

?12>

o,

?21' ?22

— ?íl>        ~?22

0,    4 1

= 0.

*Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 2 (1901), no. 1, p. 19.
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This differential equation reduces to the 5th order if the minor of p in this

determinant is zero, i. e., it

ííí — SÍÍl      ?»>      ÍM

ííl—iff»       ?12>       ?«       =0'

S'il ?22>       Î12'       Sai :

or, when the equation is not written in the semi-canonical form, if

(25) A =

u, u,2,     uv

= 0.

It is clear from this, that A must be an invariant, obviously of weight nine.

This may also be verified analytically. A, being isobaric of weight 9, cannot be

rationally expressed as a function of the seminvariants involved in it, for it can

be shown that no such rational invariant of weight 9 exists. But there is a

simple syzygy between A and the invariant of weight 18.* By expressing

both of these quantities in terms of uik, vik, wik, it will be found that

(26) A2 + 4018 = O.

We have seen that the differential equation for a> reduces to the 5th order if

and only if A = 0.

Therefore, the equation

(27) A = 0

means, that the generators of the integrating ruled surface belong to a linear

complex ; for, the six line coordinates a>ik must, in this case, satisfy a homo-

geneous linear relation with constant coefficients. The condition A = 0 is

necessary and sufficient.

If the linear complex, to which the generators of the ruled surface belong, is

special, additional relations must be fulfilled. For any two linear complexes

which are not special can be transformed into each other by a projective trans-

formation, while a non-special complex can never be so transformed into a special

complex.

A special complex consists of all lines which intersect a given straight line,

called the axis of the complex.    If

W12«34 + Vu + V* + tBU«23 + <ü24«31 + W34«12 = 0

is its equation, then a.  are the line-coördinates of its axis, and

_ «12«34 + 0!23Ö!14 +  a3ia24 = 0 •

*Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 2, no. 1, p. 18.
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Every ruled surface contained in such a complex, therefore has upon it a

straight line which is not a generator of the surface, namely the axis of the com-

plex. Take this as our fundamental curve C , and also as one of the edges of

the tetrahedron of reference.

Then we can put

(28) 2/3=2/4=0

while yx,y2; zx,z2,z3, z4 may be arbitrary functions of x. Since y3 = y4 = 0

we can take as the first differential equation of our system the linear differential

equation of the second order of which yx, y2 form a fundamental system, so that

whence follows

(29) uX2 = vl2 = wl2 = 0,

which makes

(30) c?10=c?15=e?18=0,

while f?4 and f?6 do not vanish, unless there is a further specialization.     Since,

moreover, in this case

0i=(un-u22)2'

we may assume

(29a) u„ - m22 4= 0.

The conditions (29) and (29a) are sufficient to insure that the integrating

ruled surface shall be generated by lines belonging to a special linear complex,

for from them follows px2 = ql2 = 0. But they are not necessary. The neces-

sary and sufficient conditions must form an invariant system of equations, which

the conditions here found do not do. The conditions (30) on the other hand

are necessary, as they form an invariant system, but they are not sufficient.

To find conditions for this case, which are both necessary and sufficient we

proceed as follows. If the ruled surface belongs to a special linear complex, it

must be possible to transform the given system, by a transformation of the form

y=anV 4- al2Ç,

» = a2iV + «22?'

into another, for which 7r12 = p¡2 = 0, if the coefficients of the transformed sys-

tem be denoted by Greek letters.

But the conditions 7r12 = p¡2 = 0, give

(31) 2 (a'X2a^ - a'22aX2) 4- pn<*l2*22 + PiA - p2Xa\2 - p22a22au = 0 ,

and

a>22 - a22ai2 +.Plia¡2a22 + Pna22a22 ~P2ia'l2ai2~ P2ia22ai2

(32)
+ Sll"^^ + ?12a22 - ?2iai2 - ?22a22ai2 = 0 '
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Differentiating the left member of  (31) and subtracting from the resulting

expression twice the left member of (32), we find

(aiAt - aÍ2a22) (Pn +p22) A- aX2a22 [p'xx - 2qxx - (p'22 - 2?J]

(33)
+   «22 (P'l2 -  2<Zl2)  - «Ï,(K - 2?2l)  - 0 •

Multiplying (31) by — (pxx A-p22) and (33) by 2, and adding we find

(34) aX2a22 (uxx - u22) + a222uX2 - a\2u2X = 0 ,

where the quantities uik are the same as those so denoted in our previous paper.

Dividing (34) by a222, we have

~ K - « A-uX2-l^\u2X = 0,

whence by differentiation

(35) (uxx - u22 - 2 ^u2X) ¿^ =-<2~X « - <) A- (*) <•

But from (31) we have

which gives on substitution in (35), after simplifying and clearing of fractions,

(36) «12a22 («11 - «22) +  «22^12 - «>21 = 0 •

Differentiating (36), we get by a repetition of this process

(37) aX2a22 (wxx - w22) 4 a222wX2 — a\2w2X = 0 .

We have then three equations (34), (36) and (37) for

a„
12

It is at once seen that A must vanish, and if we put

2 («A - Via) = U,   2 (wX2u2X — w2xuX2) = V,   2 (uX2v2X - u2xvX2) = W,

(38)     VWn ~ WVn = Un ' WUu ~ UWu = F'12' UVl2 ~ VUn = Wn '

vw21 — wv2X = U2X, wu2X — uw2X = V2X, uv2X - vu2X = W2X,

Mll — M22 = W »        «11 - «22 = V '        «>1I —  i022 = W >

we obtain

U V w
- -     2U2X- 2V2X-     2W2X'

(39)
U      V w

2_        12  _      ' 12 " 12

U  ~ V ~ W 'w2t ' 21 "21
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whence

vwn -WV2X    = WU2X -UW2X    = UV2X - VU2X = 0 ,

(40)        F12 W2X - WX2 V2X = WX2 U2X - UX2 W21 = Uu V2X - VX2 U2X = 0,

U2-4UX2U2X     =V2-áVX2V21      =IT2-4iri2Tr21 = 0.

It will be noted that U, V, W, etc., are the nine minors of the second order

of the determinant A, and that all of the minors of the second order of their

determinant

u uX2   u2l

(4i) v  rX2   v2X

w wn   W2X

vanish in consequence of the relations (40). Moreover the quantities

U, P12, P21; V, VX2, V2X; W, WX2, W2X; are all cogredient with each other

and u, uX2, u2X, etc., for transformations of the dependent variables, and we can

write

(42) em=\w2-wX2w2X.

The conditions (40) which are necessary for the case under consideration are

also sufficient.    For, let us suppose these conditions fulfilled for a system of

differential equations.    Then let us transform this system as before, putting

now

(43) a12=-Jir,     a22 = W2X.

We find by actual computation that the left member of (31), which is equal

to 7T12, vanishes. Denoting this left member, in general, by 7r12, and the left

member of (32) by pl2, the left member of (34) will be

2<2-4/>l2-(Äl+Ä2)7ri2-

But this vanishes under the given conditions, and since 7r12 = 0, pX2 also will

vanish.    Therefore the first equation of the transformed system will actually

have the form

,aa^ ^n dn .

which proves that the ruled surface in this case belongs to a special linear com-

plex.    This proof is insufficient only if  W= W2X = 0.

If W= W2X = 0, we have either u2X = v2X = 0, or else also WX2 = 0. In

the first case, if u2X = v2X = 0, and un — u22 4= 0 we find from the equations defin-

ing these quantities that p2X and q2X must vanish, which means that in this case no

transformation is necessary, one of the original equations already being of form

(44). If however, in addition to u2l = v2X = 0, we have u = 0 , we find from (40)

that either WX2 = 0, which comes under our second case, or else U, V, U2X and
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V2l must all vanish. But this again gives either u = 0, uX2 = 0, u2X = 0, which

we shall see later makes the ruled surface of the second order, or else w2X = 0.

This again gives rise to two sub-cases. Either p2X = q2X = 0 as in a former case,

or v = 0 and therefore uX2 = 0, which is again the case of a surface of the second

order. In all of these cases the ruled surface belongs to a special linear complex.

In the second case mentioned above, we have W= W12 = W2X = 0, or

M12'ü21 — Vl2 = 0 >       mV¡ — WÍS =   0 '       Wt>21 — WM21 =  0 >

whence, denoting by p a proportionality factor,

(45) v = pu,    vX2= puX2,    v2l = pu2X,

unless u = uX2 = u2X = 0, which is the case of a surface of the second degree.

Using the equations (32) of our former paper,* which defined  v^ we find

from (45)
pu   = 2u  4 2(i512w21 -p21ux2),

puX2 = 2u'X2 4 (pu -P22)ul2-px2u,

pu2X = 2u'2X - (pxx -p22)u2X 4p2lu,

and similarly, from the equations (39) in our former paper,

(46) w = (p2 A- 2p)u,    wX2 = (p2 4- 2p') uX2,    w2X = (p2 + 2p')u2X,

but these expressions of vjk, wik show that, in this case, not only

w= WX2= IF2I = 0,

but also

Í7=f712=¿721= F=F12=F21 = 0,

i. e., all of the minors of the second order of A vanish. In this case also, the

ruled surface belongs to a special linear complex although our method of reduc-

tion fails.    That this is so will, however, be apparent from what follows.

We have seen, then, that the equations (40) are the necessary and sufficient

conditions for an integrating ruled surface belonging to a special linear com-

plex. Moreover we have seen how the axis of this complex, i. e., the straight

line on the surface, which is not one of the generators, may be found, for this

is the geometrical meaning of the transformation which we have just completed.

The cases in which this transformation fails are those in which more than one

such straight line exists on the surface.

If the generators of the ruled surface belong to two different linear complexes,

D,x = coX2a3i A- co23aXi 4 co3Xa2i + coXia23 + co2ia3x 4 couaX2 = 0,

(47)
fí2 = anK A- »2S014 + °>3lbu 4 <», As + 0Ö24i31 + W34Ô12 = 0 >

*Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 2, no. 1, p. 8.
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or if they are lines of what PlüCKER calls a linear congruence, they belong to

every one of the co1 complexes

(48) ii1 + \fl2 = 0 .

Now, among these there are in general two, which are special. For (48) rep-

resents a special linear complex, if and only if,

(49) BX2 4- C\ 4- A = 0,

where we have put

A = al2a3i 4- «23^14 + a3ia24 >

(50) B = KK + Khn + hih2^

C - «lAi + «23Ô14 +  «31624 + «sAl + «14^23 +  °*6J1 ■

But (49) has two distinct and determinate roots if

C2-4AB+ 0.

In this case we can assume that the complexes (47) are special, so that

A = B = 0, and consequently C =f= 0. The congruence consists of all of the

lines intersecting two distinct, non-intersecting straight lines, the directrices of

the congruence.

If C2 — £AB = 0, we have a congruence with coincident directrices.

A sub-case of this,
A = B= C=0,

must be excluded from our investigation. For in this case the directrices of the

congruence intersect, so that the congruence consists of all staaight lines inter-

secting a pair of intersecting straight lines. In other words, all of the lines of

the congruence are situated either in the plane of the directrices, or else pass

through their point of intersection. Any ruled surface contained in such a con-

gruence is either a plane or a cone, and therefore a developable surface. But a

developable surface cannot be the integrating ruled surface of our system of

differential equations.

It will be easily seen that the necessary and sufficient conditions, which must

be fulfilled in order that the generators of the integrating ruled surface may

belong to a linear congruence, are that all of the minors of the second order

of A must vanish.

In this case then

(51) U= Ui2= rj2¡=V=Vi2=v2i = W=wx2=W2l = 0,

and as a consequence,
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In the case of a congruence with coincident directrices additional conditions

must be fulfilled. Such a congruence may be described in a number of ways.

It consists of all of the lines of a complex which intersect a given line of the

complex. Or, we may consider the line with which the two coincident direc-

trices of the congruence coincide, as a generator of a surface of the second order-

All of the tangents to this surface, passing through the given generator, consti-

tute the lines of the congruence. Finally, for actual use, we can define such a

congruence in the following manner. Take rectangular axes x, y, z in space.

Through a point P on the x axis, and the origin O pass a plane, whose projec-

tion on the yz plane makes an angle X with the z axis, where

k
tan A = - ,

x

k being a constant, and x the distance of P from the origin.    Then the lines of

this plane, which pass through P, are the lines of the congruence.*

Let us take the x axis, which must be a line on our surface, intersected by all

of the generators, as the fundamental curve C , and the abscissa OP = x of

the point P as the independent variable of our system of differential equations.

Moreover, suppose that we have chosen our homogeneous coordinates so that the

ratios

y±  h.  y±.    h h  b.
y«' 2/4' y*'     «4' V »4'

are the cartesian coordinates of the points (y) and (z) respectively.    Then we

can put

(52) yi = x,    y2 = 0,    y3 = 0,    y4=l.

Moreover the equation of the plane mentioned above, will be

y = z tan X,

whence follows the single relation between z2 and z3,

k
z2 = z3tan X-=«,-,

or

(53) xz2 -kz3=0.

There exists then, in this case, a system of differential equations, equivalent

to the given system, for which

yx — « »  y 2 = ° »  y» — ° 1     2/4=1.

(54) _x
Zl   — Zl '       Z2   — Z2 '       Zi  —   T. Z2 '       Z4 —       '

* PLÜCKEB, Neue Geometrie des Baumes, pp. 57 and 73.
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where zx and z2 are arbitrary functions of x.

Substituting these values in equations (9), we find

Pll = Pl2 = 111 = Î12 = ° »

P21 - - a K22 - 2W2 -(x- zx) {2(z'2)2 - z/2'}] ,

(55)
Ä2=-2-2,

Ï21 — jP «)2 - v£] .    fe = + 3 [2 («2)2 - z/2'] ,
2 2

whence we derive the relations

2K2-4?22+i322=0'

(56) ?21 + ?22 = 0 >

Pll=Pl2=Qll=(ll2=  0-

Therefore

(57) mu = m12 = «^ = 0,    »u — «u—«M—0,    wu = w>12 = w22= 0.

Substituting these values, it will be seen that all of the invariants vanish.

The conditions (57) are sufficient to make the ruled surface belong to a con-

gruence with coincident directrices. For, if we assume in the first place the

additional relation u2l = 0, the surface will be of the second order, as we shall

show very soon, and therefore it will be a surface of the kind here considered.

If u2X 4s 0, we find from the conditions uxx = uX2 = vxx = 0, that pX2 must

vanish.    From uX2 = 0 then follows qX2 = 0, and from un = u22 = 0,

(58) 2p'xx - iqu 4- p\x = 2p'22 - 4a22 + p\2 = 0 .

Our system therefore has the form

y" + Pnf + Ivil = °,

«■" + P2lf   + P22Z'  +  ?2l2/ +  ?22 % =   0 ■>

with the relations (58).    If we now transform, by putting

—i / Pll«?* -i I P22dx

y = e 77,      z = e   J        f,

the system will become, owing to the relations (58),

V'=o,

[!>"+ 7T-n'+ ten = 0,

where tr and k are functions of x subject to no condition.
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But this system has the fundamental system of solutions

yx=x, V2 = 0,    y3=0,    774=1,

?!= — //("" + kx)cM,    K2=k,    Ç3 = x,    f4= — fficdx2,

where k is a constant, which must be different from zero, for we find that

Divl, Zl'Vk, Q — h.

Making another transformation, by putting

-jjtcdx2

it will be seen that yx, y2, y3, yi and Çx, Ç2, f3, f4 form a fundamental system of

solutions of a system equivalent to the given system, and of the form (54). This

proves that any system of differential equations, for which the relations (57) are

satisfied, has a ruled surface which belongs to a linear congruence with coinci-

dent directrices.

But the sufficient conditions (57) are not necessary.    The following condi-

tions

(59) I2- 4,7=0,    X-I'2 = 0,    L-U"2 = 0,

are both necessary and sufficient. For, in the first place it may be verified that

they form an invariant system of equations.

In the second place, any system of differential equations of the kind here con-

sidered can be so transformed that the relations (57) shall be satisfied. But then

the relations (5 9) will also be satisfied, and moreover, since these relations form

an invariant system of equations, they must have been satisfied for the untrans-

formed system of differential equations. The equations (59) are then necessary

conditions. But they are also sufficient. For, suppose that they are satisfied.

We can then assume

«U - M22 = 0 »      W12M21 = ° •

For, we can, by a transformation of the form y = \y, z = pÇ, make uxl and

u22 equal to any functions of x whatever, and therefore it may be so chosen as

to make uxx = 0 and u22 = 0.

Moreover, since then uX2u2X = 0, either uX2 or u2X must vanish. Suppose

w2i 4= 0 !tnen wi2 = 0, and vx2 = 0, while

«11 - «22 = 2Pl2U2l

must vanish, on account of (59). But since u2X Ar 0, we have pX2 = 0, whence

vxx = vn = 0, and also wxl = ie22 == wX2 = 0, or, taken together, the sufficient con-

ditions (57). If u2X = 0, together with uxi = w22 = uX2 = 0, we have the case of a

ruled surface of the second order, which also belongs to a linear congruence with

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. «4
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coincident directrices.    Had we assumed uX2 4= 0, instead of ?i21 4= 0, we should

have found the conditions

Mll = M21 = M22 = 0 '       Vll = V2l = V2Ï = 0 >       Wn = W21 = W22 = 0 '

which are the same as (57) except that the order of the two differential equa-

tions is interchanged, i. e., except for the notation.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for a ruled surface belonging to a

linear congruence with coincident directrices, are therefore

(uu — M22)2 + 4w]2w21 = 0,

(60) (vxl -O2 + 4V21 = 0,

(»,i - w22)2 + 4™i2w21 = 0,

for these are equivalent to (59).

If the ruled surface is made up of the lines common to three distinct linear

complexes, it is a surface of the second order (not a cone), and all of the elements

of the determinant A must vanish.

Therefore the necessary and sufficient conditions for an integrating ruled

surface of the second order are

(61) uxx - u22 = uX2 =u2l = 0.

This is the case treated in our former paper in § 4. It is possible to so trans-

form the system that the new dependent variables n and £ satisfy the same linear

differential equation of the second order

v"+pv'+ qv = 0-,

the geometrical sense of this reduction is that any two generators of the second

kind are taken as the fundamental curves C and C . The differential equa-

tions for y and z are then the same because the point-rows cut out of any two

generators of the second kind by a moving generator of the surface are projective.

This reduction can be made analytically by reducing to the semi-canonical

form.

§ 4.   Geometrical interpretation of the semi-canonical, form of the system of

differential equations.

We have shown in our former paper, that every system of differential equa-

tions of the form here considered, can be reduced to the form

(62) y"4-Puy4-Pl2z = 0,

s"+f72i2/ + rV;=()>

which we have called the semi-canonical form.    We have also determined the
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most general subgroup of the group (2), which leaves this semi-canonical form

invariant.    Its finite equations are,

(63) É-K»),    v = ^fx(Cxxy+CX2z),    ?=J§(C2l2/4C722«),

where Cik are constants.

Now, of course, equations (62) define a pair of curves on the integrating ruled

surface. This is transformed by equations (63) into another pair, whose defin-

ing system of differential equations also has the semi-canonical form.

Since (63) is the most general transformation which leaves the semi-canonical

form invariant, we see that there exists upon the integrating ruled surface a

single infinity of curves, whose defining systems of differential equations have

the semi-canonical form. It is also clear from equations (63) that a moving

generator of the ruled surface intersects any four of these curves in a row of

four points whose anharmonic ratio is constant.

On any ruled surface the generating straight lines constitute one set of

asymptotic lines. We shall now prove that the curves just mentioned constitute

the other set of asymptotic lines.

Let the homogeneous coordinates be so chosen that

y:

h
y i

h.
2/4'

are the cartesian coordinates of the points describing the curves C and Ct re-

spectively. Then if X, Y, Z denote the coordinates of any point in the oscu-

lating plane of the curve C at the point (yx, y2, y3, yf), the equation of this

plane is

X-y-\
2/4

d_ 2/,
dx yf

d2 y,

dx2yf

y_?2

y 1

A y2
dx yf

*_ 2/2

dx2 yf

z-y-3
2/4

d  %

dx yt

dx2 y4

= 0,

or

xy,-yii      YVi -y2,

Viv'i - y^'i >  y2y\ — ys)'2

2/12/4' - y¿ii ■>  y%y'i - 2/42/2

But since y{, z{ are solutions of (62), we have

y'i = - Puy, - AA

*" =  - p2lVi - PvPi

%4    -2/3

2/32/4    - 2/42/3

2/32/4' - 2/42/3'

= 0.

(¿ = 1,2,3,4),
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and, therefore,

y$" - y&% = - Pu 0#* - y?ù »

which shows that the osculating plane of G at the point (yx, y2, y3,y4) also

passes through (zx, z2, z3, z4), i. e., it coincides with the plane tangent to the sur-

face at the point (yx, y2, y3, y4). This proves that Ct is an asymptotic curve of

the surface.

Our remarks furnish a new proof of Paul Serret's theorem : the double

ratio of the four points, in which any generator intersects four fixed asymp-

totic curves of the second kind, is constant.

We shall leave the geometrical interpretation of the canonical form for a

future occasion, when we shall also treat some other important problems not

touched upon in this paper. In particular, it will be interesting to introduce

the idea of duality into this theory.

University of California,

Berkeley, March 30, 1901.


